TODAY’S CLASS
Section V:
Opportunities
& Risks

Classes & Topics
18.Cities: Where Energy, Manufacturing, &
Services Converge
19.Nations: Economic ‘Miracles’, ‘Crises’ &
Beyond
20.Concluding Lecture: The Future of the AsiaPacific Region

Monday, April 20th:
1st Draft of Policy Memos distributed among
student participants in your industry group

ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Class #20:
Conclusions-The Future of the
Asia-Pacific Region

1.

Review: Past as Prologue
a. Comparative Perspectives
b. Sector: Energy
c. Sector: Manufacturing
d. Sector: Services
e. Geographies:
Cities, Nations, Regions

2.

Possible Futures
a. Our Predictive Capabilities
b. 3 Sets of Challenges
c. 3 Scenarios for Asia’s Future
d. 10 Trends to Watch

Topics:

ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Section I:
Perspectives

Classes & Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Asia in the World Economy:
Comparative Perspectives
Output Markets:
Goods & Services
How Firms Compete:
Alternative Models
Input Markets:
Capital, Labor, Land, Technology
Current Crises:
Moving From Input to Output
Markets

GLOBALIZATION: SIMULTANEOUS WORLDS

THE EMERGING
CONSENSUS

A LINGERING
REALITY

the world is flat
it’s a borderless world
where geography matters
less and less
with increased geographic
dispersal of assets,
capabilities and wealth
where our choices-business, cultural, economic,
political, technological, social
--are converging

a very “mountainous”
world, with deep “valleys”
globalization is about
making borders work
where geography matters
more & more
with increased geographic
concentration of assets,
capabilities and wealth
globalization means more
choices, not less

GROWTH: TOP 10 ECONOMIES, 2007
2007 GDP AT MARKET FX RATES

2007 GDP AT PPP RATES
(US$ trillion)

(US$ trillion)

WORLD

54.3

WORLD

64.9

EU

16.8

EU

14.7

1. USA

13.8

1. USA

13.8

2. JAPAN

4.4

2. CHINA

7.0

3. GERMANY

3.3

3. JAPAN

4.3

3. CHINA

3.3

4. INDIA

2.8

5. UK

2.8

4. GERMANY

2.8

6. FRANCE

2.6

6. UK

2.1

7. ITALY

2.1

6. RUSSIA

2.1

8. SPAIN

1.4

8. FRANCE

2.0

8. CANADA

1.4

9. BRAZIL

1.8

1.3

9. ITALY

1.8

10. BRAZIL

Source: IMF & World Bank, April 2008.

two views on the geography of wealth: one highly
concentrated; the other shows the BRICs rising…

PRODUCTIVITY: LEADING & LAGGING SECTORS

Notes: ‘Industry’=manufacturing plus mining.
Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators, 2006.

as poorer economies grow through specialization,
employment migrates slowly from the least to the most
productive sectors

ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Section II:
Energy

Classes & Topics
6.

Energy Demand

7.

Energy Supply

8.

Case Study: China
Where Supply & Demand Meet

DEMAND: WEALTH & ENERGY CONSUMPTION
2007 OIL CONSUMPTION

2007 GDP AT PPP FX RATES

(million tons)

(US$ trillion)

WORLD

64.9

WORLD

EU

14.7

EU

1. USA

13.8

3,953
704

1. USA

943

2. CHINA

7.0

2. CHINA

368

3. JAPAN

4.3

3. JAPAN

229

4. INDIA

2.8

4. INDIA

129

5. GERMANY

2.8

5. RUSSIA

126

6. UK

2.1

6. GERMANY

113

7. RUSSIA

2.1

7. SOUTH KOREA

108

8. FRANCE

2.0

8. SAUDI ARABIA

99

9. BRAZIL

1.8

9. BRAZIL

97

1.8

10. FRANCE

91

10. ITALY

Source: IMF & World Bank, April 2008; US Department of Defense, 2007.

the geographic concentration of wealth & of oil consumption
are highly correlated--8 of the top 10 are the same-so the security of oil supplies is essential to economic growth

SUPPLY: DESTINATION OF MIDDLE EAST OIL

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy, June 2008.

2 out of every 3 units of oil exported from the Middle East is destined
for Asia; for Middle East exporters, the security of these and other
long supply lines is essential to their continued economic growth

DEMAND & SUPPLY MEET: INDIAN OCEAN

Dependence on Middle East Oil
(% of total oil consumption, 2007)

+ Africa
= 90+%

+ Africa
= 50+%

Source: BP, Energy Statistical Review, 2008.

there is wide variation in relative exposures to the risks of longer
supply lines & Middle East (& African) instability, with Asian
economies more directly exposed to these risks

ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Section III:
Manufacturing

Classes & Topics
9.

Textiles & Garments

10. Electronics
11. Auto Industry
12. Emerging Manufacturers & Access to
Capital
13. Aerospace

THE HARDEST QUESTIONS IN BUSINESS
What business are you in?
What business do you want to be in?
How do you get from ‘here’ to ‘there’?
How does value get created in that business?
How will value be created in the future?
Where does that value get created?
Where in the value stream? Where in adjacencies?
Where geographically?
By whom? Who creates that value? You, your
buyers, your suppliers, your competitors,
your partners?
Source: Warren Buffet

corporate strategy & public policy must address
these strategic questions

COMPETITIVENESS=GROWTH + PRODUCTIVITY
1% increase
in…..

Changes operating income by.…*

Price

Growth

Volume

Growth

1% decrease
in…..

11.1%

3.3%

*Based on the average cost structure of U.S.
manufacturing industry; outside the U.S., the rankordering remains the same, but actual percentages vary.

Changes operating income by.…*

Variable Cost

Productivity

Fixed Cost

Productivity

7.8%

2.3%
Source: Conine, 2003 (for The General Electric Company).

corporate strategy & public policy must address
these operational realities

IN-HOUSE
OUT-SOURCE

integration

GEOGRAPHY OF CONTROL

GEOGRAPHY OF CONTROL vs. LOCATION

ON-SHORE

distance

OFF-SHORE

GEOGRAPHY OF LOCATION

corporate strategy & public policy must address
these structural choices

ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Section IV:
Services

Classes & Topics
14. Manufacturing-Related Services
15. Financial Services:
Capital Markets
16. Financial Services:
Financial Institutions
17. The ‘Knowledge Economy’:
IT, Back-Office & Beyond

Contract
Fin

ce
n
a

Value Creation:
Sales
O
BP
IT
Manufacturing

R&D

Industry Vertical:
Services

Marketing

Industry Vertical:
Manufacturing

Industry Vertical:
Energy

THE DISAGGREGATION OF VALUE

d
e
r
a
h
S ices:
rv
e
S
all can be disaggregated analytically & (increasingly)
structurally: industry ‘verticals’, value-stream
‘horizontals’, shared-service ‘diagonals’

DOMESTIC CAPITAL MARKETS

Source: McKinsey, 29 April 2008 (available on the IGA328 course website).

capital markets vary widely, as do relative
costs, opportunities & risks….

FOREIGN CAPITAL MARKETS
FOREIGN
HOLDER OF US
TREASURIES

HOLDING:
JANUARY
2008 US$bn

HOLDING:
JANUARY
2009 US$bn

% YoY
CHANGE

TOTAL, of which
top 10 by 2009:

$2,399

$3,072

28%

CHINA

$492

$739

50%

JAPAN

$586

$643

10%

OIL EXPORTERS

$141

$186

32%

CARIBBEAN

$109

$177

62%

BRAZIL

$142

$134

-6%

U.K.

$162

$124

-23%

RUSSIA

$35

$120

243%

LUXEMBOURG

$66

$87

32%

TAIWAN

$39

$73

87%

HONG KONG

$54

$72

33%

Source: US Treasury, 2009.

Asia is increasingly exposed to both the opportunities &
risks associated with foreign capital markets

ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Section V:
Opportunities
& Risks

Classes & Topics
18. Cities:
Where Energy, Manufacturing, & Services
Converge
19. Nations:
Economic ‘Miracles’, ‘Crises’ & Beyond
20. Concluding Lecture:
The Future of the Asia-Pacific Region

DEMOGRAPHICS OF URBAN ECONOMIES

Source: The Economist, 2007 (available on the IGA328 web sites).

the global economy is, and will
increasingly be, the result of urban
‘agglomerations’ with huge scale &
scope…

PRODUCTION & EXPORTS: LINKAGES

Source: World Bank, 2009.

Asia’s decline in exports led the decline in industrial
production, which was slow to respond…

GDP: RECESSION & GROWTH
LATEST
QUARTER

2009
ESTIMATE

2010
ESTIMATE

BIG 3

JAPAN
CHINA
INDIA

-4.3%
6.8%
5.3%

-6.5%
6.0%
5.0%

0.4%
7.0%
6.4%

4-NIES

KOREA
TAIWAN
HONG KONG
SINGAPORE

-3.4%
-8.4%
-2.5%
-4.2%

-5.9%
-6.5%
-5.9%
-7.5%

0.3%
0.1%
-0.2%
1.9%

ASEAN-3

GDP

THAILAND
MALAYSIA
INDONESIA

-4.3%
0.1%
5.2%

-4.4%
-0.3%
-1.3%

1.8%
2.8%
0.6%

COMPARED TO:
U.S.
EURO ZONE

-0.8%
-1.5%

-2.7%
-3.4%

1.4%
0.2%

% change on year ago

Source: THE ECONOMIST, 2009.

today’s global economic crisis has hit Asia quickly &
unevenly; prospects for quick recovery are also uneven…

ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Class #20:
Conclusions-The Future of the
Asia-Pacific Region

1.

Review: Past as Prologue
a. Comparative Perspectives
b. Energy
c. Manufacturing
d. Services
e. Cities, Nations, Regions

2.

Possible Futures
a. Our Predictive Capabilities
b. 3 Sets of Challenges
c. 3 Scenarios for Asia’s Future
d. 10 Trends to Watch

Topics:

12 MONTHS OF HARSH CONTRASTS
THEN: April 2008…
An unprecedented
transfer of wealth--nearly
US$ 1 trillion from oil
importers to oil exporters
Fears of hyper-inflation
caused by an oil price shock
led central banks to increase
interest rates to highs not
seen for over a decade
Fear that a recession was
imminent as high interest
rates seek to reduce inflation

NOW: April 2009…
An unprecedented
destruction of wealth--well
over US$3 trillion of asset
value destroyed to date
Fears of deflation fed by a
collapse in asset prices and
subsequent recession lead
central banks to reverse
course, collapsing rates
Reality of a deep recession
but with a different cause, as
financial markets collapse

our predictive capabilities are poor…

CHALLENGING TIMES TODAY
Short-Term
Problems

Long-Term
Context

Medium-Term
Responses

Solution as Problem

Policy Issues

Fiscal Policy

control inflation: raise rates
unintended consequence:
defaults in mortgage markets

regulation: false dichotomy
--banks vs. nonbanks, Ibanks vs. retail banks, etc.
central banking: post-9/11
liquidity--too much, too long

higher spending, lower
taxes
rapidly rising deficits

Crisis:Input Markets
began in the bond market
& spread to bank loans
jumped from these credit
markets to equity markets

Crisis:Output Market
began in the capital
markets & spread to output
markets for goods & services
deepening recession inflicts
further damage on all input
markets as unemployment
rises & lending tightens

Structural Issues
parallel economies: caused
by false dichotomies
financial leverage: at
unsustainable levels, all over

Globalization
the world is flat: a problem
in one market spreads quickly
but not so flat after all:
solutions vary geographically
in scale, scope, timing, etc.

Monetary Policy
lower interest rates,
increased money supply
“ad-hoc-ism”--changing
direction, pace, values

Industrial Policy
nationalization of financial
assets, performing & not
nationalization of financial
institutions, manufacturers, &
others “too big to fail” or “too
interconnected to fail“ in
every economic sector

competing diagnoses, competing solutions,
competing scenarios for the future…

3 SCENARIOS FOR ASIA’S FUTURE
Past as Prologue
to the Future

A New Asian
Dynamism

Globalization in
Crisis

Opportunities

Opportunities

Opportunities

recovery in Asia’s export
markets in North America and
Western Europe
increased cross-border
movement of inputs,
especially capital and
technology

greater Asian economic
integration
greater Asian domestic
demand

globalization will no longer
be equated with deregulation,
but instead will embrace the
re-regulation of key sectors
new economic actors may
emerge

Challenges
export recovery inadequate
to support economic growth
productivity and innovation
inadequate to fend off
increased competition in
global markets

Challenges
exposure to continued risk
of slowdown in Japan and
other Asian markets
constraints on domestic
demand, from high personal
savings rates to inadequate
infrastructure investment,
and so on

Challenges
those economies most
“globalized” (e.g., Singapore)
may suffer the deepest
recessions
the progress made toward
economic integration over the
past 5+ decades may halt, or
even reverse

different opportunities, different challenges, different
scenarios for the future…

10 TRENDS TO WATCH
FLATTENING THE
WORLD
Wealth at the Bottom
of the Pyramid
Productivity Mantras
Ubiquitous Capital
Even More Ubiquitous
Technology
The Reinvention of
Cities & Corporations

ACCENTUATING
DIFFERENCES
The “New Nationalism”
The “New Regionalism”
Price Shocks: Up & Down
Less Ubiquitous Capital
The Redefinition of
Industries & Corporations
thru New Business Models

NEXT CLASS
Section VI:
Student Projects

Classes & Topics
21. Industry Group Meeting (April 20)
DUE: 1st draft of policy memos due;
DECIDE: sequence of memo reviews

22. Industry Group Meeting (April 22)
DUE: your written critique of all memos
reviewed this day in your industry group

23. Industry Group Meeting (April 27)
DUE: your written critique of all memos
reviewed this day in your industry group

24. Industry Group Meeting (April 29)
DUE: (A) final memos PLUS (B) copies of your
reviews of other memos in your group PLUS
(C) copies of all reviews you have received
from your group.
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INTANGIBLES
……

YOU WILL SUBMIT ONE FILLED OUT
TEMPLATE FOR EACH MEMO IN YOUR
INDUSTRY GROUP
(except for your memo)

1. To the student writer of that memo on
the date presented to the group.
2. to Ed Cunningham on that same date.
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Good synopsis of issues facing Bhutan energy sector.
Informative supporting facts included in memo text.
“Should-type” comments that do not include directive advice. For
instance, “the government should develop financial policies…”, “…
should protect and invest in the environment…”. How should your reader
do this?
No less than nine policy recommendations.
Lack of cost analysis. How much will these recommendations cost? You
do not indicate the costs.
Outside of reader’s jurisdiction. Please explain how the Ministers of
Energy and Finance can successfully intensify policies of infrastructure
and educational reform (page 5)?

FORM/STYLE
+
+
+
-

Memo objective included
Use of headers/sub-sections.
Reference sources noted.
Addressed to two policy makers in very different ministries.

INTANGIBLES
Your memo gives a good overview of a number of challenges facing Bhutan.
However, your recommendations are vague and numerous. You recommend the
development of: 1) prudent fiscal policies to sterilize excess liquidity, 2) private sector
employment expansion, 3) intensifying infrastructure development and educational
reform, 4) a comprehensive debt management program, 5) a significant increase in
foreign exchange reserves, 6) enabling low income rural household electrification, 7)
private power sector engagement, 8) protect and invest in the environment, 9)
implementation of sustainable energy projects. All of these recommendations come in
the last two pages of your memo. How will your readers enact all these changes?
Some of these recommendations clearly seem to be outside the domain of the chosen
ministers. How do you propose that the ministers enact the decisions that require the
engagement of completely different ministries?

TO:
FM:
DT:
RE:

STUDENTS IN IGA-328, ASIA IN THE WORLD ECONOMY
Dennis J. Encarnation
25 February 2009
A Memo on "Policy Memos"

POLICY MEMOS AND COURSE GRADES
First, a reminder that final grades for this course will be based on the following:
1. One-quarter for in-class participation. Both the quantity and quality of class participation
are regularly assessed.
2. One-half for a 5-page policy memo that specifically addresses policy issues affecting a
given industry from one of the following perspectives: a government agency, business
enterprise, or non-governmental organization (NGOs) operating either within a specific
geography or across geographies.
3. One-quarter for group participation associated with student meetings organized around
comparable industry groupings. Within each group memo outlines and bibliographies will be
shared; written and oral comments on draft memos will be aired.
IMPORTANT DATE REGARDING YOUR POLICY MEMOS
1. Topic Due: Monday, 2 March 2009. Bring ‘hard’ copy of a brief description to class.
2. Industry Groups Formed: Wednesday, 4 March 2009. Short group meeting in class.
3. Memo Outline & Bibliography Due: Wed., 18 March. Short group meeting in class.
4. Early Draft of Your Policy Memo Due: Mon., 20 April. Memo circulated within group.
5. Industry Group Meetings: 20, 22, 27 April 2009. Critique draft policy memos.
6. Final Policy Memo Due: Wednesday, 29 April 2009, the last class of the term.
GENERAL FORMAT FOR THE TWO POLICY MEMOS
1. A "memo" has an identifiable audience, such as a particular policy-maker, and is not an
impersonal report or research paper. You must therefore identify your audience in your
memo, and keep your audience in mind when writing your memo.
2. "Memos" are, broadly speaking, of two types: (a) the discussion or option memo, which
analyzes several alternatives, and (b) the action or decision memo, which leads the reader
through a reasoned argument to a single recommended course of action. While the choice is
yours, you must be clear about which type of memo you are writing; and you must begin both
types of memos with a clear understanding of the policy issues addressed.
3. Regardless of the type of "memo" chosen, all memos must be tightly reasoned and must
include a sufficient number of subheadings to identify the logical flow of your analysis.
4. Policy "memos" must be double-spaced with default margins and fonts. All text (including
any supporting data in the form of charts, graphics, tables, etc.) must not exceed five (5)
pages in length.
5. For additional insights on topic selection, subsequent research and memo writing, KSG's
Communications Program provides on-line links to several useful resources at:
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/oca/students-alumni/comm/online-resources/online.
6. Finally, for illustrative purposes only, copies of exemplar policy memos from past classes
are available on Reserve in the Kennedy School Library.

